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Albanian political climate
what happens in the land of eagles

chicago, 24.03.2015, 22:12 Time

USPA NEWS - Show held a meeting between the two governments Albanian speaking to Albania and Kosovo. At the meeting were
signed various agreements that facilitate the relations between the two sides of the border , giving strong signals for a gradual fusion of
both nations 

Situations recent days has evolved and has brought the current scene events that somehow overlap . After accusations of Albanian
deputy position , Doshi for an assassination attempt to devise and commissioned by the Albanian Parliament Speaker Meta , to him
and one another opposition deputy , the scene appears prosecution which requires Parliament waive the immunity of two deputies of
position , There are rumours that the government is motivated Rama together with the opposition under the open support of the
international community , and particularly the US embassy for the decriminalization of the Albanian parliament . many voices have
welcomed the decision of the prosecution , While defending the Albanian opposition has stated that the government is sacrificing two
criminals not for this campaign . but for you reversing allegations of deputy head of parliament Doshi against Mr . Meta . Not far from
yesterday Albanian government through a media Show held a meeting between the two governments Albanian speaking to Albania
and Kosovo. At the meeting were signed various agreements that facilitate the relations between the two sides of the border , giving
strong signals for a gradual fusion of both nations . The Prime Minister Rama stressed that both countries will unite under one nation
together with the EU . Serbian foreign minister accused the EU that are silent in front of Albanian efforts for national unity . This
meeting was rumoured by all analysts as an experienced positive movement for the Albanian national unity While defending absent not
voices sceptical that this is just a show to cover what was really happening in the Albanian parliament and the general economic crisis
under tight government reforms Albanian .
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